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Inception: “The most important collection of Simms manuscripts...is in the South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina.” — Clyde N. Wilson, Simms biographer

Mission: Secure Simms’s place in American literature through academic inquiry, access and digital preservation

The Collection: Comprehensive bibliographic database
CONTENTdm powered Dublin Core-based metadata
45,000 pages | 1.5 TB
Top collection in web hits

Website Features:
Full-text searching for print & scholarship works
Annotated map of all locations related to the texts
Text viewer simulating look & feel of physical book

Scrapbook Viewer:
Page view | floating contents list | hyperlinked images

Print Works
Every known title
Faceted browsing
Print-on-Demand editions

Scholarship
The Simms Review, the complete run of this scholarly journal
Author’s own collection of clippings and manuscripts
Clickable items on every page

Scrapbooks

Funded by the Watson-Brown Foundation